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Text changes required to complete the removal of IRP model
Krzysztof Dudzinski

Airspan Communications Ltd 
Joey Chou

Intel

1. Introduction
This contribution provides text changes required to complete the removal of the IRP model from 
the 802.16i base line document. The contribution doesn't discuss the argument for or against the 
removal. It simply defines the necessary text changes.

2. Text changes

Remove 1.3.1

Editor to remove acronyms from subclause 4 as follows:
4. Abbreviations and Acronyms
RDN Relative Distinguished Name
RP Integration Reference Point
IS Information Service
NRM Network Resource Model

13. IEEE 802.16 MIB structuremodules for SNMP

Editor to insert instruction to delete the first paragraph of clause 13
13.1. Structure of MIB modules

Editor to insert the instruction to change subclause heading 13.1 to 13.1.1 and correct 
accordingly all its children subclasues' headings

Editor to insert instruction to move the second paragraph of clause 13 to become the first  
paragraph of new subclause 13.1.1
Editor to insert the instruction to change subclause heading 13.2 to 13.1.2 and correct 
accordingly all its children subclauses' headings

Editor to insert instruction to move the third paragraph of clause 13 to become the first  
paragraph of new subclause 13.1.2
13.1.1 wmanIfMib
13.1.2 wmanDevMib
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Editor to insert instruction to change subclause heading 15.2.1 to 13.1.3 and correct  
accordingly all its children subclauses' headings

13.1.3 wmanIf2Mib

Editor to insert instruction to change subclause heading 15.2.2 to 13.1.4 and correct  
accordingly all its children subclauses' headings

13.1.4 wmanIf2mMib

Editor to insert instruction to change subclause heading 13.3 to 13.2 and correct accordingly 
all its children subclauses' headings
13.2. ASN.1 Definitions of 802.16 MIB modules for SNMP
13.2.1 wmanIfMib
13.2.2 wmanDevMib

Editor to insert instruction to change subclause heading 15.2.3.1 to 13.2.3 and correct 
accordingly all its children subclauses' headings

13.2.3 wmanIf2Mib

Editor to insert instruction to change subclause heading 15.2.3.2 to 13.2.4 and correct 
accordingly all its children subclauses' headings

13.2.4 wmanIf2mMib

Remove subclause 15 entirely
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